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Polydopamine Modified Carbon Nitride and PAMAM
Assembled Electrochemical Immunosensor for Detection of
Indole-3-Acetic Acid
Jian Zhang,[a] Aixue Li,[b] Xin Yu,[c] Ivan Mijakovic,[a, d] and Santosh Pandit*[a]

Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) assumes a pivotal role as a phytohor-
mone of utmost importance, intricately orchestrating the
nuanced processes associated with the growth and develop-
mental trajectories of botanical organisms. In this study, we
have designed and fabricated a label-free electrochemical
impedance immunosensor for the precise detection of IAA. The
detection strategy predominantly relied upon polydopamine
modified carbon nitride (C3N4) nanosheets (PCN) and polyami-
doamine (PAMAM) dendrimer. Through the modification with
PCN and PAMAM, the electrode has increased the active area

and enhanced the immobilization capacity of antibodies for
IAA. The immunosensor‘s ability to capture IAA was significantly
improved by enhancing the immunoreaction between the
antibody and antigen. This enhancement led to an increased
response in the electrochemical behavior of the Fe(CN)6

3� /4�

redox probe. The impedance immunosensor developed exhibits
remarkable sensitivity, exceptional selectivity, and consistent
performance in the detection of IAA. This assay method, with
the potential to replace antibodies, could offer an alternative
approach for detecting various phytohormones.

1. Introduction

Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) functions as a natural plant hormone
pivotal for governing plant growth. Its extensive application in
agricultural production underscores its significance in fostering
robust crop development.[1] IAA is present in all organs of the
plants and is mainly concentrated in areas of vigorous growth
such as the tips of growing shoots and roots, unfolding leaves,
embryos and seeds.[2] IAA is considered a regulator for some
important biological processes for plants, including cell elonga-
tion, division, differentiation, and organogenesis.[3] Precise
quantification of IAA in plants is critical for enhanced regulation
of plant growth and development and development of
sustainable agriculture. Quantitative analysis of IAA can be
done using various methods, such as high-performance liquid
chromatography,[4] gas chromatography-mass spectrometry,[5]

capillary electrophoresis,[6] and enzyme linked immunosorbent
assay.[7] Nevertheless, these methods are typically costly and
time-intensive. Various electrochemical detection methods have
been developed to detect IAA such as differential pulse
voltammetry (DPV), square wave voltammetry (SWV), electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV).[8–11] Electrochemical sensors IAA offer several
advantages over traditional detection methods, such as higher
sensitivity, minimal detection threshold and rapid response
time.[12–14] The interaction between IAA and sensor can be
facilitated by immobilizing a biological recognition element
such as enzyme or antibody on the electrode surface, which
specifically binds to IAA and induces a change in the electro-
chemical signal. Nanomaterials, including graphene, carbon
nanotubes, metal nanoparticles, and metal-organic frameworks,
have been utilized in electrochemical sensors to improve their
sensitivity and selectivity for detection of IAA.[15–18] Nanomate-
rial-modified electrochemical sensors benefit from the fact that
nanomaterials can enhance the electron transfer between IAA
molecules and the electrode surface. In addition, the high
surface area of nanomaterials can improve the assembly of
biorecognition elements on the electrode surface.[19]

Carbon nitride (C3N4) has attracted attention for its potential
applications in fields such as photocatalysis, energy storage,
and electronic devices.[20,21] C3N4 is a two-dimensional material
composed of carbon and nitrogen atoms arranged in a
hexagonal lattice structure. C3N4 has a high surface area,
excellent thermal and chemical stability, and can be synthesized
using low-cost precursors. C3N4 have been investigated as a
potential biosensing material for diagnosis and detection
applications.[22] C3N4 possesses the capacity to enhance the
anchoring and electron transference of biomolecules, such as
enzymes or antibodies, onto the electrode surface. This
augmentation contributes to an elevation in both the specificity
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and sensitivity of electrochemical biosensors. Furthermore, the
distinctive semiconducting characteristics inherent to C3N4

render it a fitting contender for the realm of photoelectrochem-
ical biosensors.[23] When C3N4 modified electrode surface
recognizes and binds to the target analyte, electron transfer
occurs between the molecules and the photoexcited C3N4,
leading to a change in photocurrent, thereby allowing for the
quantitative analysis of the substance. However, the use of C3N4

to construct electrochemical biosensors for the detection of IAA
and other plant hormones is rare.

Polydopamine (PDA) is a versatile material formed through
the oxidation and polymerization of dopamine. It has the ability
to spontaneously deposit onto various objects through self-
polymerization, making it a useful material for functional
coating applications.[24] Due to its biocompatibility, nontoxicity,
and catalytic activity, PDA has been extensively developed in
the biosensor fields.[25,26] PDA can be efficiently combined with
free amino group-containing molecules using Michael addition
and/or Schiff base reactions to introduce specific chemical
functionalities or properties.[27] Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) den-
drimers have gained significant attention as electrode materials
in the development of electrochemical biosensors due to their
unique properties.[28,29] PAMAM dendrimers with large number
of primary amino groups are highly branched that provides a
large surface area for the immobilization of biomolecules,
increasing the loading capacity and stability of the biosensor.

In this study, we developed an electrochemical impedance
immunosensor for the detection of IAA. The immunosensor was
fabricated using a multilayer assembly strategy on Au electrode.
The electrode surface was modified with PDA modified C3N4

nanosheets (PCN), PAMAM, and anti-IAA to achieve selective
detection of IAA. The immobilization of PAMAM is achieved by
the covalent bonding of the amino group of the dendrimer to
PCN through Schiff base and/or Michael addition reactions. PCN
and PAMAM modified gold electrode greatly increased the
amount of immobilized anti-IAA, enhancing the sensitivity of
the immunosensor. The specific binding of IAA to the
corresponding antibody blocked the permeation of the redox
probe, and the change in electrochemical impedance was used
to monitor the immune response. The electrochemical sensor
demonstrates exceptional sensitivity, remarkable selectivity, and
robust reliability for detecting IAA.

Experimental Section

Materials

Dopamine hydrochloride, urea, indole acetic acid (IAA), salicylic
acid, ascorbic acid, succinic acid, citric acid, and abscisic acid were
sourced from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, US). The G4 ethylenedi-
amine core poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer, monoclonal
antibody against IAA, and glutaraldehyde were acquired from
Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). All reagents used were of analytical
reagent grade.

Preparation of Polydopamine Modified C3N4 Nanosheet (PCN)

Bulk C3N4 synthesis was achieved by subjecting 10 g of urea to
thermal polymerization within an alumina crucible. This process
was carried out in a muffle furnace with a covered setup, gradually
raising the temperature from room temperature to 550 °C at a rate
of 1 °C per minute, all under ambient atmospheric conditions. The
temperature was maintained at 550 °C for a duration of 2 h. The
resulting yellow bulk C3N4 product was allowed to naturally cool to
room temperature. For the generation of C3N4 nanosheets, the
uniform dispersion of bulk C3N4 within an alumina crucible ensured
optimal exposure to the ambient atmosphere. The specimens
underwent heat treatment at 550 °C for 3 h with a heating rate of
2 °C/min. This thermal process facilitated the gradual exfoliation of
bulk C3N4 powder, resulting in the formation of C3N4 nanosheets
(CN). Afterward, the samples were harvested, dispersed in ultrapure
water, and subjected to consecutive ultrasonication for a duration
of 8 hours. Subsequent to this, the specimens underwent a filtration
process, were thoroughly washed, and subsequently dried at 80 °C
for a period of 6 hours.

Polydopamine modified C3N4 nanosheet (PCN) was obtained by
adding dopamine hydrochloride to an aqueous dispersion of C3N4

nanosheets. In detail, 200 mg of CN was added to a 400 mL solution
of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5). The suspension experienced successive
ultrasonication for a duration of 30 minutes. Subsequently, 100 mg
of dopamine hydrochloride was incorporated into the mixture and
stirred for a span of 12 hours. The solution color evolved from a
faint yellow hue to a profound black. The resulting black sample
was collected, subjected to a washing procedure, and subsequently
dialyzed in water over a duration of 3 days to eliminate any surplus
dopamine. PCN were separated by filtration and subsequently dried
at a temperature of 80 °C for 6 h.

Characterization

The morphologies of the samples were determined with field-
emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-8100). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a PHI 5000
VersaProbe spectrometer. Monochromatized Al Kα (1486.6 eV) X-ray
was used to collect the spectra. Spectra were performed using
CasaXPS software. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data was acquired
utilizing an X-ray diffraction spectrometer (D8-advance, Bruker AXS,
Germany). Fourier transform infrared spectrum (FTIR) data was
acquired with an IR spectrometer (NEXUS 670, America) spanning
the range from 4000 to 500 cm� 1.

Preparation of the Anti-IAA/PAMAM/PCN/Au Immunosensor

Au electrode, measuring 2 mm in diameter, underwent a metic-
ulous polishing procedure utilizing alumina powder with sizes of
0.3 and 0.05 μm. Following this, the electrode underwent ultrasonic
cleaning in deionized water and ethanol before being dried using a
stream of nitrogen. Then the Au electrode was rinsed with
deionized water and absolute ethanol in sequential steps. Sub-
sequently, 5 μL of aqueous suspension of PCN (0.5 mg/mL) was
dropped coating on the surface of this polished and clean Au
electrode. Then the PCN modified Au electrode (PCN/Au) was
immersed into 5 mg/mL PAMAM solution of 10 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 8.5) at 50 °C for 24 h, followed by rinsing with buffer and
deionized water to remove excess PAMAM dendrimers for further
crosslinking treatment. The PAMAM and PCN-modified Au electrode
(PAMAM/PCN/Au) was immersed in a 5 % GA solution for 2 h.
Following this, 5 μL of the anti-IAA solution (1 mg/mL) was carefully
applied to the electrode surface and incubated for 2 h at 4 °C. To
minimize nonspecific binding effects, the modified electrode was
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subjected to a 30-minute treatment with 1 % BSA. The anti-IAA/
PAMAM/PCN/Au electrode was rinsed with 10 mM PBS solution
(pH 7.4) and stored at 4 °C. The preparation process of the sensor is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Electrochemical Measurements

Electrochemical measurements were conducted utilizing an electro-
chemical workstation (Gamry Reference 3000, America) that was
equipped with a standard three-electrode system. The reference
electrode employed was Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl), and a Pt plate
with a 1 cm×1 cm surface area served as the counter electrode. The
working electrode used was the previously prepared modified Au
electrode. The electrochemical measurements were conducted in a
0.01 M PBS with a pH of 7.4, incorporating a 5 mM Fe(CN)6

3� /4�

redox probe. Impedance spectra were recorded over a frequency
range spanning from 100 mHz to 100 kHz, using a voltage
amplitude of 5 mV. For the detection of IAA, a 5 μL solution
containing either IAA standard or sample was meticulously
administered onto the modified electrode surface and allowed to
incubate for one hour in a humid environment. Following
incubation, the electrode underwent thorough rinsing with PBS.
Following this, impedance spectra were recorded, and the variation
in the Rct value (ΔRct) was employed to determine the IAA
concentration.

2. Results and Discussions

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of CN and PCN are shown
in Figure 2a. The diffraction peak identified at 27.4° for CN
arises from the stacking of layers along the (002) plane of
graphitic C3N4 (JCPDS 87-1526). After modification by PDA, the
XRD pattern of PCN is similar with CN, indicating that the
presence of PDA does not change the crystalline phase of

C3N4.
[30] The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

spectra of the CN and PCN were tested, as shown in Fig. 2b.
The CN spectrum displays peaks ranging from 1200 to
1650 cm� 1, which correspond to the characteristic stretching
modes of aromatic CN heterocycles. Additionally, the peak at
810 cm� 1 is attributed to the out-of-plane bending mode of the
triazine unit. The broad peaks observed between 2900 and
3500 cm� 1 can be attributed to the N� H stretching vibrations
caused by uncondensed amino functional groups. PCN spec-
trum was similar to that of CN, which confirms that the PCN
maintain the original structure of C3N4.

[31,32]

Figure 3 shows the morphologies of CN and PCN by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 3a, 3b show that
the CN sample is thin nanosheet shape with a lateral scale of
hundreds of nanometers. The representative nanosheets tends
to bend and appear many flakes with some wrinkles, which is
similar with the previous report.[33] After modification of PDA
(Figure 3c, 3d), the PCN sample displays similar nanosheet
structure like CN and no obvious aggregates were observed,
which suggests that PDA self-polymerization on the CN nano-
sheet surface does not change its structure.[34]

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to
investigate the chemical composition and bonding character-
istics of the CN and PCN samples, as depicted in Figure 4. The
XPS survey spectra revealed that both pure CN and PCN contain
the same elements, namely C, N, and O (Figure 4a). However,
PCN exhibits a higher percentage of C and O compared to CN,
which can be attributed to the presence of PDA with a
substantial amount of oxygen-containing functional groups and
a reduced N content. In Figure 4b, the XPS C1s core-level
spectrum of CN reveals two discrete peak constituents,
characterized by binding energies of 284.6 and 288.1 eV,

Figure 1. The schematic depiction outlining the preparation of the immunosensor. (A) PCN modification by drop-casting; (B) PAMAM assembly by Schiff base
and Michael addition; (C) anti-IAA antibody grafting by GA crosslinking; (D) BSA blocking and (E) IAA detection.

Figure 2. XRD patterns (a) and FTIR spectra (b) CN and PCN.
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aligning with the C� C and N� C=N species, respectively.[30,35] In
Figure 4c, the XPS N1s core-level spectrum of CN exhibits four
component peaks with binding energies approximately at
398.3, 399.1, 400.6, and 404.5 eV, attributed to C=N� C, N� C3,
N� H bonding, and positive charge localization or charging
effects, respectively.[35,36] Notably, in the C1s spectrum of PCN
(Figure 4d), new peaks emerge at 285.3 and 286.2 eV, corre-
sponding to C� N and C� O species. This is due to the presence
of PDA, which has an aromatic core structure containing
hydroxyl and amino groups. [30,31] In Figure 4e, the XPS N1s core-
level spectrum of PCN displays similar binding energies in each

corresponding peak, which is attributed to the overlapping
peaks in the same region of PDA and CN.[31,37] In Figure 4f, the
peaks at 531.2 and 532.7 eV appeared in PCN are assigned to
O� C=O and C� O bonding, respectively.[31]

EIS emerges as a potent technique for probing the charge
transfer processes occurring at the electrode interface through-
out each modification step. The charge transfer resistance (Rct)
is a critical parameter signifying the hindrance encountered by
charge transfer at the electrode interface.[38] As depicted in
Figure 5a, the Nyquist plots for the bare Au electrode, PCN/Au,
PAMAM/PCN/Au, and anti-IAA/PAMAM/PCN/Au are presented.

Figure 3. SEM images of the CN (a, b) and PCN (c, d).

Figure 4. (a) XPS survey spectra of CN and PCN. High-resolution XPS spectra include (b) C1s and (c) N1s for CN, as well as (d) C1s, (e) N1s, and (f) O1s for PCN.
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The impedance diagrams consist of a low-frequency segment
linked to diffusion control, depicted by the Warburg impedance,
and a higher-frequency semicircular segment associated with
the resistance of electron transfer at the electrode interface.[39,40]

To analyze the impedance spectroscopy, we utilized an
equivalent circuit, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 5a. The
values of the equivalent circuit elements for different modified
electrodes are summarized in Table S1 (Supporting Informa-
tion). A smaller semicircle portion in the EIS curve corresponds
to a lower charge transfer resistance (Rct) value, beneficial for
charge immigration across the electrode-electrolyte interface. It
is evident that the PCN-modified Au electrode displays an
enlargement of the semicircular portion (curve b) in comparison
to the bare Au electrode (curve a). This increase in the Rct value
indicates the successful assembly of PCN nanocomposites onto
the electrode. It has been reported that C3N4 can tune the
electrochemical impedance and electrocatalytic activity of the
electrode surface.[41] The lamellar structure of C3N4 has the
advantage of increasing the specific surface area and accelerat-
ing migration rate of electrons. Moreover, C3N4 is a semi-
conductor that can limit the transfer of electrons from the redox
probe Fe(CN)6

3� /4� to the electrode surface.[42] In addition, the
increase of Rct may come from the poor conductivity of PDA
hindering the electron transfer at the interface.[43,44] Upon
immobilizing the PAMAM layer onto the PCN-modified elec-
trode, there is a notable reduction in the Rct value (curve c). This
decrease can be attributed to the presence of primary amine
groups on PAMAM, which readily undergo protonation. The
nanoscale PAMAM molecule assumes a positively charged
spherical form at a pH of 7.4. This positive charge facilitates the
efficient conduction of negatively charged Fe(CN)6

3� /4� . PAMAM,
possessing a diameter of 4.5 nm, exhibits a three-dimensional
structure characterized by a substantial specific surface area.
This structural feature serves to significantly augment the
electrode surface area, consequently enhancing the rate of
electron transfer.[45,46] Nevertheless, upon the assembly of the
GA layer and anti-IAA protein on the PAMAM and PCN modified
electrode, the charge transfer resistance (Rct) experiences a
subsequent increase (curve d). This occurrence is attributed to

the neutralization of GA molecules and the steric hindrance
imposed by the anti-IAA protein. The electrode modification
process was further characterized through cyclic voltammetry
(CV), as depicted in Figure 5b. In comparison to the bare Au
electrode (curve a), the introduction of the PCN (curve b) onto
the electrode led to a decrease in peak current. Subsequent
modification with the PAMAM resulted in an increased peak
current (curve c), indicating enhanced electron transfer facili-
tated by the PAMAM. However, upon further assembly of GA
and anti-IAA onto the electrode, a notable reduction in peak
current occurred (curve d). Additionally, the reversibility of the
redox peaks deteriorated, suggesting a hindrance to the
electron transfer process. This phenomenon is likely attributed
to the cumulative effect of GA and anti-IAA, acting as barriers
that impede the efficient exchange of electrons, leading to
reduced peak current and decreased reversibility. The results
from CV were consistent with the EIS findings, confirming the
successful layer-by-layer modification in the fabrication of the
immunosensor.

The anti-IAA/PAMAM/PCN/Au electrode was used as a
working electrode for the detection of IAA. To assess the
immunosensor‘s reaction to IAA, it was exposed to IAA for 1 h.
Subsequently, EIS measurements were conducted in the
presence of the redox probe Fe(CN)6

3� /4� . Figure 6 shows the
impedimetric response of the immunosensor to different
concentrations of IAA, with the Rct value increasing as the IAA
concentration increases. This can be attributed to the formation
of a complex between IAA and sensor, resulting in heightened
steric hindrance.[47] Furthermore, with a pKa of 4.75, IAA carries
a negative charge in PBS solution (pH 7.4), causing it to repel
the negatively charged Fe(CN)6

3� /4� , thus inhibiting electron
transfer.[48]

The alteration in the charge transfer resistance (ΔRct)
exhibited a proportionate relationship with the logarithm of
IAA concentration in the range of 10 ng/mL to 100 μg/mL, as
illustrated in Figure 7 (sensor A). The correlation was expressed
through the linear regression formula ΔRct =402.8×log c+

3554.8 (R2 0.9994). The estimated minimum detectable concen-
tration stood at 3.9 ng/mL (S/N=3). In addition to the

Figure 5. The Nyquist impedance spectra (A) and cyclic voltammograms (B) of the Au electrode, sequentially modified at various stages, immersed in the
5 mM Fe(CN)6

3� /4� within a 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.4) are presented. The stages include (a) Au, (b) PCN/Au, (c) PAMAM/PCN/Au, and (d) anti-IAA/PAMAM/PCN/Au.
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developed sensor, another types of sensors without the
assembly of PAMAM (anti-IAA/PCN/Au, sensor B) were prepared
for comparison. Figure 7 represents the calibration curves for
sensor B with the range from 100 ng/mL to 100 μg/mL. The
correlation was expressed through the linear regression formula
ΔRct =130.7×log c+1080.6 (R2 0.9959). The estimated minimum
detectable concentration stood at 11.7 ng/mL (S/N=3). Sensor
B exhibited a notably inferior performance compared to Sensor
A. This outcome underscores the synergistic effect of PAMAM
and PCN in augmenting the performance of impedance
immunosensors. The detection limits and linear range of this
IAA electrochemical sensor is comparable to or better than
some previously reported IAA sensors, as shown in Table S2
(Supporting Information).

To evaluate the selectivity of the developed immunosensor,
a range of plant hormones, including succinic acid, abscisic
acid, citric acid, salicylic acid, malic acid, and IAA, were
employed as potential interfering substances. As showed in
Figure 8, although the concentration of the interfering com-
pounds was 100 times higher than IAA, the ΔRct values were
insignificantly low, preserving the accuracy of IAA detection.
These findings illustrate that the immunosensor exhibits a high
level of selectivity due to the specific antibody-antigen
immunoreaction. To evaluate the reproducibility, the immuno-
sensor was subjected to five measurements of IAA at 10 ng/mL,
yielding a coefficient of variation of 4.1 %. Meanwhile, it was
estimated by determining of IAA at 10 ng/mL with five
immunosensors produced using the identical procedure, yield-
ing a variation coefficient of 4.9 %. These results collectively
affirm the commendable reproducibility of the immunosensor.
Moreover, following a two-week storage period at 4 °C, the
immunosensor maintained 95 % of its sensing capacity, high-
lighting its excellent stability.

The strategy of this work is to assemble PDA-modified C3N4

and PAMAM on gold electrodes to detect IAA by electro-
chemical impedance method, which shows great application
potential in precision agriculture. However, practical applica-
tions still face some challenges. Although the detection of IAA
using IAA antibodies has good specificity, it lacks universality. It
is difficult to respond to other auxins naturally in plants
including salicylic acid. The physiological effects of phytohor-
mones on plant growth are the result of the synergistic effects
of different phytohormones. Therefore, the trend has developed
from the detection of a specific plant hormone to the
simultaneous detection of multiple plant hormones. For exam-
ple, electrochemical oxidation of IAA and SA under different
potential windows is beneficial to their selectivity and simulta-
neous detection.[8,49,50] The electrochemical oxidation behavior
of IAA by C3N4 is worthy of study. Another challenge is the
release of plant hormones within plant tissues. In practical

Figure 6. The Nyquist impedance spectra of the anti-IAA/PAMAM/PCN/Au
after incubation with different concentrations of IAA (a) 0, (b) 10 ng/mL, (c)
100 ng/mL, (d) 1 μg/mL, (e) 10 μg/mL, (f) 100 μg/mL.

Figure 7. The calibration curve for two distinct immunosensors targeting
IAA. The concentrations employed align with those depicted in Fig. 6. Sensor
A comprises the layers anti-IAA/PAMAM/PCN/Au, while Sensor B consists of
anti-IAA/PCN/Au.

Figure 8. The immunosensor‘s EIS response to various interference species:
The concentrations of a (succinic acid), b (abscisic acid), c (citric acid), d
(salicylic acid) and e (malic acid) were set at 1 μg/mL, with the concentration
of IAA at 10 ng/mL.
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applications, the information obtained through sensors needs
to reflect the overall physiological state of individual plants. The
gold electrodes used in this work have large sizes, so there is an
urgent need to solve the problem of how to implant electro-
chemical sensors into plants. Non-invasive or minimally invasive
detection in vivo can be achieved using microelectrodes or
microchips.[51] Modification of microelectrode surfaces for
in vivo detection is the focus of future research. In addition,
further research will be conducted to extend this sensor to the
detection of actual samples.

3. Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a highly sensitive, label-free
impedance immunosensor for the detection of IAA. The
electrode surface was successfully modified with polydop-
amine-coated C3N4 nanosheets and PAMAM for subsequent
immobilization of anti-IAA antibody. The layer-by-layer modifi-
cation significantly enhanced the electrochemical response to
trapped IAA, leading to improved detection sensitivity. The
immunosensor demonstrated notable selectivity and reliable
performance. The proposed method presents a promising assay
platform for IAA detection, with the potential for extension to
other plant hormones by substituting the anti-IAA antibody
with relevant counterparts. This immunosensor holds consid-
erable promise for applications in precision and sustainable
agriculture.
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An electrochemical immunosensor
was developed for precise detection
of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), a crucial
plant phytohormone. Utilizing poly-
dopamine modified C3N4 nanosheets
(PCN) and polyamidoamine
dendrimer (PAMAM), the sensor

enhanced antibody immobilization,
improving IAA capture and electro-
chemical response. The method offers
high sensitivity, selectivity, and
potential for broader phytohormone
detection, presenting an alternative to
IAA-based detection.
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Nitride and PAMAM Assembled Elec-
trochemical Immunosensor for
Detection of Indole-3-Acetic Acid
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